


Every trip to the movie theatre comes with a promise of the ultimate escape into a 

world we’ve never been before. This issue, the journey spans land and sea. We talk 

to Colin Firth about the incredible true story of The Mercy and travel to Guernsey to 

uncover love in GREAT ADVENTURES. We also interview Alicia Vikander about her 

metamorphosis into the Tomb Raider and Bella Thorne about a voyage of the heart in 

Midnight Sun. Our ACTiON SpOTliGhT injects the adrenaline of Avengers: Inifinity War, 

crime-thriller-cum-disaster movie The Hurricane Heist starring Maggie Grace, Death 
Wish rebooted with Bruce Willis, and a city destroyed in The Rock’s Rampage. For a 

more whimsical adventure, read Jean Dujardin’s reveal of 5 ThiNGS yOU DiDN’T kNOW 

ABOUT Le Retour du Héros or see the world through the eyes of children in the family-

friendly The Little Witch and A Wrinkle in Time with Oprah Winfrey.

in Grand Cinemas news, we plan to take your breath away with a series of Grand 

surprises. Check out ThE SCENE for our exclusive preview of the G-points loyalty 

program soon launching at Grand, and then turn to GC DiARy for news on the Visa 

promotion that will cut your ticket price in half. Stay tuned: we’ll soon be announcing 

the winner of a jaw-dropping Chevrolet Camaro SS. if you haven’t entered the draw 

yet, what are you waiting for? Check back next issue to learn about the lucky winner.

Also this issue, we lay out the prime contenders in our OSCARS BAllOT—including 

lebanese nominee The Insult—and round up the horror thrillers that will have your 

heart racing in hORROR FANATiC, featuring The Strangers: Prey at Night.
See you at the movies!
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hardy goes postal
venom
Movie sites exploded last year 
when it was announced that fan 
favourite Tom Hardy, who also 
brought to life Batman nemesis 
Bane, would be playing lethal pro-
tector Venom, and the first images 
from the trailer do not disappoint. 
Michelle Williams also stars in the 
spinoff, which unveils the origin 
story of one of Marvel’s most 
enigmatic, complex and badass 
characters.  in cinemas oct 4 

ß Hardy is Eddie 
Brock, a journalist 
who bonds with 
a mysterious 
symbiote to 
became the 
‘Lethal Protector’ 
known as Venom.

family movie wraps
patrick
Filming is complete and post-
production underway on the 
family comedy Patrick, starring 
Beattie Edmondson, Ed Skrein and 
Jennifer Saunders. Edmondson 
(Bridget Jones’s Baby) plays 
Sarah Francis, a young woman 
who inherits a dribbling, snoring, 
spoilt pug which proceeds to 
cause chaos. But then something 
remarkable happens as Patrick 
begins to turn Sarah’s life around.

scenethe

i ntroducing a new currency 
for entertainment, Grand 
Cinemas will soon launch the 
G-Points loyalty program to 

reward its customers. With an 
innovative ‘movies pay you back’ 
concept, the loyalty card will be 
available at all Grand Cinemas 
locations across Lebanon, and 
through a number of platforms.

“This initiative reflects Grand 
Cinemas’ eagerness to reward its 
loyal customers and to provide 
them with unexpected entertain-
ment opportunities,” said Carly 
Ramia Habis, head of marketing 
at Grand Cinemas.

The country’s leading cinema 
chain has a host of rewards in 
store. Stay tuned to the website 
at grandcinemasme.com for the 
grand reveal. <

grand cinemas 
soon launching  
g-points
innovative loyalty program rewards repeat 
customers and avid moviegoers

“this initiative 
reflects Grand 
cinemas’ 
eagerness to 
reward its loyal 
customers with 
unexpected 
entertainment 
opportunities.”

top 5 headlines

Guardians of the Galaxy 
Vol. 3 sets 2020 release

Leonardo DiCaprio to star in 
Leonardo Da Vinci movie

The Rock, Jason Statham get 
Fast and Furious spinoff

Jurassic World 3 date 
confirmed for 2021

Murder on the Orient 
Express sequel greenlit

1
2
3
4
5

ß Most recently starring as Ajax in Deadpool, 
Ed Skrein is best known as the action man in 
the rebooted Transporter film series and as 
Daario Naharis in Game of Thrones.

the 
wire
your caSTing and 
ProducTion BiTES

t he new comedy romance 
reunites two of cinema’s 
most adored stars and takes 

them somewhere audiences have 
always hoped they would go. 
In Destination Wedding, Keanu 
Reeves and Winona Ryder star 
as acquaintances who have a lot 

in common: they both hate the 
bride, the groom, the wedding, 
themselves, and most especially 
each other. For 72 hours, they are 
trespassers in paradise. But the 
weekend’s relentless events con-
tinually force them together, and 
if you fight with someone long 
enough, anything can happen.

Reeves (54) and Ryder 
(47) have collaborated in three 
previous movies: Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula, A Scanner Darkly and 
The Private Lives of Pippa Lee. 
Check back with grand maga-
zine for the Middle East release 
date of Destination Wedding, to 
be announced soon. <

destination 
wedding
Keanu and Winona together 
at last in a romcom

first look

indie 
essentials

There aren’t enough hours 
in the day for all the great 
movies coming to the big 
screen—unless you make time. 
Here are two independent films 
you’ll want to look out for.

woman walks ahead | breaking boundaries
From director Susanna White (Bleak House) and screenwriter 
Steven Knight (Eastern Promises) comes the true story of catherine 
Weldon (Jessica chastain), an artist who travels to north dakota in 
the 1880s to paint a portrait of Sitting Bull. “impeccably directed, 
gorgeously photographed,” says Variety.

muse | terror in seduction
as the creative mind behind Sleep Tight and [REC], Jaume 
Balagueró has made a name for himself as a director who wrings 
from the horror genre its true potential. in Muse, a literature profes-
sor encounters  a terrifying world controlled by the figures who have 
inspired artists throughout time: The Muses.



With lebanon in the runninG, all eyes Will be on the 90th 
academy aWards. maKe your picKs for the star-studded 
ceremony, airinG live at 3am on march 5th. 

best film
¡  call Me by your 

name
¡ darkest Hour
¡ dunkirk
¡ get out
¡ Lady Bird
¡ Phantom Thread
¡ The Post
¡ The Shape of Water
¡  Three Billboards 

outside Ebbing, 
Missouri

lead actor
¡  Timothée chalamet 

- call Me by your 
name

¡  daniel day-Lewis - 
Phantom Thread

¡  daniel Kaluuya -  
get out

¡  gary oldman - 
darkest Hour

¡  denzel Washington - 
roman J. israel, Esq.

lead actress
¡  Sally Hawkins -  

The Shape of Water
¡  Frances Mcdormand 

- Three Billboards 
outside Ebbing, 
Missouri

¡  Margot robbie -  
i, Tonya

¡  Saoirse ronan -  
Lady Bird

¡  Meryl Streep -  
The Post

supporting  actor
¡  Willem dafoe -  

The Florida Project
¡  Woody Harrelson 

- Three Billboards 
outside Ebbing, 
Missouri

¡  richard Jenkins -  
The Shape of Water

¡  christopher Plummer 
- all the Money in  
the World

¡  Sam rockwell - Three 
Billboards outside 
Ebbing, Missouri

supporting 
actress
¡  Mary J. Blige 

- Mudbound
¡  allison Janney -  

i, Tonya
¡  Lesley Manville - 

Phantom Thread
¡  Laurie Metcalf -  

Lady Bird
¡  octavia Spencer -  

The Shape of Water

director
¡  dunkirk -  

christopher nolan
¡  get out - Jordan Peele
¡  Lady Bird - greta 

gerwig
¡  Phantom Thread 

- Paul Thomas 
anderson

¡  The Shape of Water - 
guillermo del Toro

animated  feature
¡ The Boss Baby 
¡ The Breadwinner 
¡ coco 
¡ Ferdinand 
¡ Loving Vincent

animated short
¡ dear Basketball 
¡ garden Party 
¡ Lou 
¡ negative Space 
¡ revolting rhymes

adapted 
screenplay
¡  call Me by your 

name 
¡ The disaster artist 
¡ Logan 
¡ Molly’s game 
¡ Mudbound

original 
screenplay
¡ The Big Sick 
¡ get out 
¡ Lady Bird 
¡ The Shape of Water 
¡  Three Billboards 

outside Ebbing, 
Missouri

cinematography
¡ Blade runner 2049 
¡ darkest Hour 
¡ dunkirk 
¡ Mudbound
¡ The Shape of Water

documentary 
feature
¡  abacus: Small 

Enough to Jail 
¡ Faces Places 
¡ icarus 
¡ Last Men in aleppo 
¡ Strong island

documentary 
short
¡ Edith+Eddie 
¡  Heaven is a Traffic 

Jam on the 405 
¡ Heroin(e) 
¡ Knife Skills 
¡ Traffic Stop

live action short 
¡ deKalb Elementary 
¡ The Eleven o’clock 
¡ My nephew Emmett
¡ The Silent child 
¡ Watu Wote/all of us

foreign language 
feature
l  a Fantastic Woman 

(chile)

l The insult (Lebanon)

l Loveless (russia)

l  on Body and Soul 
(Hungary)

l  The Square (Sweden)

film editing 
¡ Baby driver 
¡ dunkirk 
¡ i, Tonya 
¡ The Shape of Water 
¡  Three Billboards 

outside Ebbing, 
Missouri

sound editing
¡ Baby driver 
¡ Blade runner 2049 
¡ dunkirk 
¡ The Shape of Water 
¡  Star Wars: The  

Last Jedi

sound mixing
¡ Baby driver 
¡ Blade runner 2049 
¡ dunkirk 
¡ The Shape of Water 
¡  Star Wars: The  

Last Jedi

production design
¡  Beauty and the Beast 
¡ Blade runner 2049 
¡ darkest Hour 
¡ dunkirk 
¡ The Shape of Water

original score
¡ dunkirk 
¡ Phantom Thread 
¡ The Shape of Water 
¡  Star Wars: The  

Last Jedi 
¡  Three Billboards 

outside Ebbing, 
Missouri

original song
¡  Mighty river 

- Mudbound
¡  Mystery of Love - call 

Me by your name
¡  remember Me - coco
¡  Stand up for 

Something - Marshall
¡  This is Me - The 

greatest Showman

makeup & hair
¡ darkest Hour 
¡ Victoria and abdul 
¡ Wonder

costume design
¡  Beauty and the Beast 
¡ darkest Hour 
¡ Phantom Thread 
¡ The Shape of Water 
¡ Victoria and abdul

visual effects
¡ Blade runner 2049 
¡  guardians of the 

galaxy ¡ Vol. 2 
¡ Kong: Skull island 
¡  Star Wars: The  

Last Jedi 
¡  War for the Planet  

of the apes

Oscars g r a n d  c i n e m a s  2 0 1 8ballot

à Meryl 
Streep in 
The Post

á Guillermo del Toro’s The 
Shape of Water dominates 
with 13 nominations.

à Ziad 
Doueiri earns 
Lebanon’s first 
ever foreign-
language Oscar 
nomination 
with The 
Insult.

à Loving 
Vincent

ß Gary Oldman 
in Darkest Hour
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Where it’s 
Always 

Entertaining

GC
diary

 JOin us @gclebanon 

clf

â Celebrating the launch: (L-R) Jimmy Frangieh; Nabil 
Tabbara, General Manager for Levant, Visa; Carly Ramia 
Habis, Marketing Director and Co-owner, Grand Cinemas; 
Mario Makary, Director - Lebanon & Iraq, Visa

At Grand Cinemas, it always gives 
us great pleasure to give movie 
fans more opportunities to enjoy 

the cinema experience. With Visa, the world 
leader in digital payments, watching the lat-
est blockbusters at Lebanon’s leading cinema 
chain just got even better. 

On January 25th, Visa and Grand 
Cinemas commemorated the launch of a new 
affiliate program that allows Visa cardholders 
an amazing fifty percent off movie tickets at 

GC. under the open-ended promotion, Visa 
Platinum, signature and infinite credit and 
debit cardholders will now be able to get 
their Grand movie tickets at half price any 
time from Monday to Thursday, for up to six 
tickets at a time. 

To celebrate the momentous occasion, 
Visa and Grand Cinemas invited over 100 cus-
tomers and avid moviegoers for the premiere 
of Proud Mary at our spectacular new theatre 
in ABC Verdun.

“Visa seeks to make everyday card 
spends rewarding and exciting for consum-
ers in Lebanon,” said nabil Tabbara, General 
Manager for Levant, Visa. “We are pleased to 
partner with one of the region’s leading cin-
ema chains to make going to the movies a far 
more enjoyable experience for Visa cardhold-
ers. With a clear goal to push for cashless 
payments within the Levant, we continuously 
innovate to bring consumers exclusive and 
first-to-market offers, enabling them to enjoy 
the benefits that come with a Visa card.”

Added Jean Ramia, Grand Cinemas: 
“We’re glad and proud of our partnership 
with Visa, the global leader in digital pay-
ments, which we’re certain will solidify our 
presence as pioneers in the e-commerce 
and cashless payments landscape, and give 

us a competitive edge in terms of corporate 
discounts and offers. We invite our patrons to 
enjoy this exclusive tie-up of a 50% discount 
across all our Lebanese sites, and rest 
assured that with Grand Cinemas, the experi-
ence shall always be grand!”

love is 
in the air
WiTh yOuR 
GC VALenTine

L is for the way you look at me. O is 
for the only one I see. The GC team 
doesn't need much of a reason to cele-

brate love, but Valentine's Day seems to bring 
out the romantic in all of us. here are some 
snapshots of the love we shared with the 'only 
ones we see' across Lebanon, with giveaways 
courtesy of mAc design jewelry and the 
talents of awesome mimes and Mr heart in 
collaboration with 
hnoud Production.“We invite our 

patrons to enjoy this 
exclusive tie-up of a 
50% discount across 
all our Lebanese sites, 
and rest assured that 
with Grand Cinemas, 
the experience shall 
always be grand!”

 amazing
reason 
to go the 
movies
VisA inTRODuCes 
fAnTAsTiC neW OffeR 
AT GRAnD CineMAs

your Visa offer
at grand cinemas

What? 50% discount on  
grand cinemas movie tickets

When? any time between  
monday and thursday

Who? Visa Platinum, 
signature and infinite credit 
and debit cardholders

(

ENTERTAINMENT  
for all with

sensory-friendly 
screenings

With a mission to make a difference in our 
community, grand cinemas hosts sensory-

friendly screenings of the latest family 
movies each month, offering children with 
autism the chance to be entertained in an 

environment that suits their special needs, 
with adequate lighting and reduced volume 
throughout the show. all profits have been 

pledged to the autism program at sesobel.

WHen 
every third Thursday of the month 

WHere 
grand cinemas abc Dbayeh

One more
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O n february 6th, the smash hit Se3a W 
Noss released to Lebanese audiences 
with a bang—a star-studded premiere 

at Grand Cinemas ABC Verdun. Directed by 
nadim Mehanna, the film stars celebrated 
comedian Abbas Chahine alongside a mas-
sive cast of talent, including Tatiana Merheb, 
Khitam Al Laham, Assaad Rechdan, Alecco 
Daoud, Marinelle sarkis, Jihad Al Andary, 
Georges Diab, Khaled el sayed and Christina 
sawaya. All attended the red carpet event.

Se3a W Noss, now showing at all theatres 
across Lebanon, is a unique factual dramedy 
that plays out in real time over one and a half 
hours as our unlikely hero races across the 
country to beat an embassy deadline. he faces 
traffic jams, strikes and every other hilarious 
complication that is part of daily Lebanese 
life. Abbas’s story is one that can happen to 
anyone, any time, anywhere.

A Grand, 
star-studded 
premiere
for nadim 
Mehanna's
sE3A w Noss

ThE GREATEsT 
showMAN pREMIERE 

celebrates
Montblanc

celebrating Montblanc's partnership with 
20th century fox and The Greatest Showman, 

Tamer freres hosted a glamorous film 
premiere at grand cinemas abc achrafieh. 
The movie stars Montblanc brand ambassa-
dor Hugh Jackman, and features Montblanc 
pieces including a heritage Minerva pocket 

watch from the Maison’s Minerva Museum in 
Villeret, switzerland, and a specially commis-
sioned Meisterstück writing instrument with 

a ringmaster engraved on its nib.

liPs Management 
ANNouNCEs 
plANs wITh 
Fifty Shades 
Freed screening

F ebruary 7th saw a sleek and saucy 
gathering at Grand Cinemas ABC 
Verdun when L.i.P.s. Management 

CeO Johnny fadlallah hosted a memorable 
private screening of Fifty Shades Freed. 
Attended by ViPs, bloggers, influencers, 
media and special guests, the red-carpet 
gala served as an exciting platform to 
announce the upcoming Designers & 
Brands fashion shows taking place from 
March 20 till 22 at the four seasons hotel 
for the second time in Beirut, and the 
fourth edition of the Beirut young fashion 
Designers Competition (ByfDC) on April 
21st at ABC Verdun. 

GC
diary

ß Mr and 
Mrs Grey (aka 
Fadlallah) 
kick off the 
glamorous 
evening.

á (L-R) Director Nadim Mehanna, 
stars Abbas Chahine and Tatiana 
Merheb, film distributor and Grand 
Cinemas owner Selim Ramia
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ß JK Rowling's 
expansion of 

the Harry Potter 
world brings us 

a brave wizard with 
a deep knowledge of 

all creatures magical. 
The fanTasTic 
beasTs nano 

MeTalfigs neWT 
scaManDer is a 

must-have.

â Pack 2 of the Harry PoTTer Die-
casT MeTal nano Minifigs is all 

grown up and ready for action. 
Teenage Harry Potter in day 

clothes is flanked by Professor 
McGonagall, Draco 
Malfoy and Marcus 

Flint  in broom-ready 
Quidditch gear, and 

our favourite  
headmaster: 
the powerful 

wizard, Albus 
Dumbledore.

à Bring the action home with your 
favourite heroes and villains from 
the Potteverse. The Harry PoTTer 
Die-casT MeTal nano Minifigs 
stand 4cm high and come in 
either individual packs or 
in packs of five. Pack 1 
includes the younger 
Harry with Ron 
Weasley, Hermione 
Granger, Percy 
Weasley 
and Arthur 
Weasley.

GC
diary

We round up the newest and most in-demand 
collectibles, available at all GC locations across ABC 
Dbayeh and Achrafieh, Saida The Spot and Las 
Salinas. Watch this space for more goodies to come.

Most wanted  
GC CollECTIblEs 

APAReCiuM! FaNtaStIc beaStS: 
the crIMeS OF GrINdelWald 
ARRiVes This nOVeMBeR. iT's 

TiMe TO shAPe uP yOuR 
POTTeRVeRse COLLeCTiOn.

Harry Potter/
fantastic  
beasts spECIAl

à What's a magical 
face-off without the evil 

lorD VolDeMorT 
nano MeTalfig?  
He Who Must Not 

Be Named is 
menacing even 

in metal.

ß Relive the action-packed Triwizard 
Cup. The sTar ace 1:8 scale Teenage 
Harry PoTTer acTion figure is as 
stunning as it appears, as seen in Harry Potter 
and the Goblet of Fire. Featuring 30 points of 
articulation, this highly detailed figure includes 
the Golden Egg and Triwizard Cup with LED 
illumination stand, Harry's wand and five sets 
of interchangeable hands.



experience the next  
EvoluTIoN IN CINEMA 

feATuRinG       DOLBy ATMOs
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Line-up is subject 
to change. 

Refer to grand-
cinemasme.com 

or the GC mobile 
app for updates.

4dPlan your advenTure
 ToMbi  

 raiDeri
 Mar 15i 

 Pacifici  
 riMi

 Mar 22i 

 Hurricanei  
 HeisTi

 Mar 29i 

in an MX4D theatre, your seat will move in sync with the movie action and special efX generators in the cinema, 
allowing you to “feel” the movie’s motion, jolts, pokes, air blasts and strobes. enjoy the adrenaline rush as your 

MX4D seat rolls and tilts in a heart-pounding car chase. immerse yourself in a sea-faring scene with fog, wind and 
the scent of ocean air. it’s the future of cinema. What’s more, exclusive to grand cinemas abc Verdun and first in the 

Middle east, Dolby atmos sound technology enriches the MX4D experience, taking you deep inside the story.

MOTION SEATS

ThEATrE EffEcTS

ATMOS SOUND  first and exclusive at   
 grand cinemas aBc verdun  
book your seats now       01 795 697



He misses tHe good old costume drama.
“You can use a different era to talk about what we are going 
through nowadays. But you have to be careful not to get os-
sified in a period piece. If you don’t include modern female 
characters, or play with men’s failings and all that people are 
currently talking about, there’s no point.”

His cHaracter was inspired by old Hollywood.
“I got the idea from an old film with Henry Fonda, Drums 
Along the Mohawk, in which he comes back from the war and 
recounts the terrible bloodbath it was while simply standing 
against a wall. What a great idea! And it suited us fine to do the 
same and not spend our entire budget on a cavalry charge.”

le retour du Heros is not Just a comedy.
“Neuville might have started as an armchair soldier who didn’t 
have to see war up-close, but then he came face to face with 
it... He came to know fear – he no longer comes across only 
as a joke of a captain. I really like this mixture of genres. We 
needed to surprise ourselves and we did.”

it’s all about tHe costumes.
“Very few projects like this one cross my path, so I went full 
throttle. I know that in principle I look rather good wearing 
costumes and I like the idea of transforming into a captain of 
the Napoleonic army, a secret agent, a blond surfer. There’s a 
direct and reassuring connection with childhood in all of this.”

He’s fed up witH tHe ‘oscar-winning actor’ label.
“[People assumed I would] stick to what was expected of me. 
Well, I didn’t. I have no problem with people criticising my 
films, but I have a problem with people criticising my choices. I 
continue to look for sweet or bitter smells, wandering in places 
I’m not familiar with. And once in a while, I go for some fun.”

Oscar winner Jean Dujardin (The Artist) is ready to win our hearts 
again. It’s 1809, in France. Charming Captain Neuville is set to marry 

naïve Pauline when war breaks out and he is called to battle. Months pass. 
Not hearing from the captain, Pauline becomes sick with worry, forc-
ing her sister Elizabeth to improvise a plan. Believing Neuville will never 
come back, Elizabeth writes letters on his behalf, reassuring Pauline. When 
Neuville returns unexpectedly, he is welcomed as a hero though in truth 
he is a war deserter and an opportunist. Suspicious, Elizabeth sets out 
to expose the real Neuville—bringing the two imposters head to head. 
Dujardin shares a few delicious details about Le Retour Du Héros.

 details  director 
LAureNT TIrArD cast 

JeAN DuJArDIN, MéLANIe 
LAureNT genre coMeDY 

DrAMA 90 mins 
 in cinemas mar 1i

Jean 
Dujardin

5things you
didn’t know
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about

reveals

le retour du héros
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so extraordinarily difficult 
and dangerous? it was a 
most extraordinary thing. 
Even to this day. They were 
sailing across a frontier, 
because there was no GpS 
and the ways of finding you 
were scant. They had a radio 
but their communications 

were rudimentary. They were 
sailing with the same sort of 
equipment that captain cook 
was using. i think it’s very 
important to note what robin 
Knox-Johnston said about 
Donald crowhurst: ‘No-one 
has any right or is in any 
position to judge unless you’ve 
experienced that solitude, 
unless you’ve experienced the 
elements in that way’. 

Let’s talk about 
Crowhurst’s expe-
rience on that boat. 
You are in a tiny, tiny 
little space—a forty-foot 
boat, with a cabin, which is 
shockingly small. So the cabin 
is utterly claustrophobic and 
you’re right between that and 
infinity. Solitude, the physical 
environment, the elements, 
celestial bodies, whatever 
marine life, whatever books, 
whatever bits and pieces you 
get through the radio, that 
becomes your entire universe. 
crowhurst’s imagination was 
probably a big enemy to him. 
he talked about the noise.  
‘it’s dripping in your ear all 
the time’. You imagine spend-
ing a bit of time down in the 
cabin where it’s cosy but when 
we shot the storm scenes,  

i never battened 
down there for 

long because of the 
waves, the claustro-

phobia and nausea, you 
want out of there so quickly.  
it was horrendous. 

What does Rachel Weisz as 
Clare Crowhurst bring to the 
performance?
rachel is, as clare crowhurst 
herself is, a fiercely intel-
ligent, insightful and strong 
person. i think she brings a 
wryness and an alertness 
about her. clare was very, 
very keenly aware that this 
was something he really 
needed to do, and that not 
doing it would be as danger-
ous to him as doing it. i think 
you need to have a great 
deal of love for somebody to 
embrace all that. ß

scar winning filmmaker 
James Marsh (The Theory 
of Everything) directs 
the true story of Donald 
Crowhurst, an amateur 
sailor who competed in 

the 1968 Sunday Times Golden Globe Race 
in the hope of becoming the first person in 
history to single-handedly circumnavigate the 
globe without stopping. With an unfinished 
boat and his business and house on the line, 
Donald leaves his wife Clare and their children 
behind, hesitantly embarking on an adventure. 

A classically trained British actor, Colin 
Firth enjoys an impressive body of work, 
his performance in The King’s Speech having 
garnered him an Academy Award among 
other honours. We talk to the actor about his 
journey into the unknown in The Mercy.

What was it about this film that spoke to you?
CF:  You don’t have to have been to sea, you 
don’t have to be a sailor, you don’t have to be 
an explorer. i think people will recognise what 
it feels like to go further than you are truly able 
to, to take on something ambitious, risky and 
really dare to make a gesture like that in their 
lives, even if it’s just in their relationships. 

Do you think Crowhurst was fated?
There are a lot of random elements. What 
makes somebody want to take on something 

Colin Firth navigates the 
incredible true story of 
a solo voyage around the 
world that became one of 
the most enduring mysteries 
of recent times

The

O

the

adventure
great

Mercy

It was a most 
extraordinary thing. 
they were sailing 
across a frontier, 
because there was  
no gPS and the  
ways of finding  
you were scant.

director James marsh cast Colin Firth,  
raChel Weisz genre drama bio 101 mins  out apr 19i
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he stunning Lily James 
(Cinderella, War & Peace) 
and gallant Michiel 
Huisman (The Age of 
Adeline, Game of Thrones) 

are a match made in heaven, creating a power-
ful chemistry in the big-screen adaptation of 
Mary Ann Shaffer and Annie Barrows’ best-
selling novel. James plays free-spirited jour-
nalist Juliet Ashton, who forms a life-changing 
bond with the delightful and eccentric 
Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society 
when she decides to write about the book 
club they formed during the occupation of 
Guernsey during WWII. Juliet’s first contact 
with the island and this special society is with 
Dawsey Adams, played by Huisman. 

A self-governing British Crown depen-
dency located in the English Channel off the 

coast of France, Guernsey is a picturesque 
island steeped in history, making it a fitting 
setting for a story about tenacity and healing 
old wounds. “It’s the only bit of British ter-
ritory the Germans ever took,” says director 
Mike Newell (Harry Potter and the Goblet of 
Fire, Four Weddings and a Funeral), “so they 
were incredibly proud of it and they weren’t 
going to give it back, no matter what. And 
so the island got steadily covered with 
concrete bunkers and lookout towers and 
gunnery placements. You go back today 
and it’s still all there.”

Newell is elated with the resulting 
film. “It’s a very good, emotional story, 
with lots of fabulous actors. Lily James is 
entirely wonderful. She’s very beautiful, she 
works really hard and she’s very, very bright. 
I’m her greatest fan.” ß

a journalist's 
mission to 
tell the story 
of an eccentric group of 
islanders uncovers buried 
history and love in the 
drama starring Lily James 
and Michiel huisman

the

adventure
great

T

Guernsey

director mike neWell cast lily 
James, miChael huisman, Glen PoWell, mattheW 
Goode, JessiCa broWn Findlay, tom Courtenay, 
PeneloPe Wilton genre drama romanCe

guernSey

Juliet samples 
the famous 
potato peel pie

DID you know?

Four members of the 
Guernsey cast have 
also starred in Downton 
Abbey: lily James, 
matthew Goode (above), 
Jessica brown Findlay 
and Penelope Wilton.

Four Seasons Hotel - Beirut

DESIGNERS & BRANDS
FASHION SHOWS
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horror fanatic

Jeepers Creepers 3

truth or dare

hostile

also showing

director Victor SalVa cast Jonathan Breck, 
Stan Shaw, Gina PhilliPS 100 mins  out apr 5 

on the last day of the creeper’s 23-day 
feeding frenzy, Sergeant tubbs teams up 
with a task force hell-bent on destroying 
the creature for good. the creeper fights 
back in gory glory as his enemies get 
close to discovering his dark origins.

director Jeff wadlow cast lucy hale, tyler 
PoSey, Violett Beane  out apr 19 

in the supernatural thriller, a harmless 
game of truth or dare among friends 
turns deadly when someone — or some-
thing — begins to punish those who tell a 
lie or refuse the dare.

director Mathieu turi cast Brittany aShworth, 
GréGory fitouSSi 83 mins  out mar 15 

Juliette is one of a handful of survivors 
of an apocalypse. out foraging, she 
finds herself stranded and must survive 
hunger, thirst, a broken leg and disturbing 
creatures that only come out at night. 

director John kraSinSki cast eMily Blunt, John 
kraSinSki, noah JuPe, Millicent SiMMondS genre 
horror thriller  out apr 5 

if they can’t hear you, they 
can’t hunt you. in a psycho-
logical thriller, a family 
lives an isolated existence 
in utter silence, for fear 
of an unknown threat that 
awakens and attacks at 
the slightest sound.

director Jonathan hoPkinS cast MaGGie Q, will keMP 
genre horror thriller 84 mins  out mar 15 

alice, a rationally minded sleep doctor, is 
forced to abandon scientific reason and accept 
a family is being terrorised by a parasitic 
demon which has existed in every human cul-
ture since records began. Paralysing victims 
as they sleep, the ‘night hag’ is the original 
nightmare. in order to defeat the dark spirit 
who was also responsible for her brother’s 
death, alice must journey into her own night-
mares and confront her childhood demons.

slumber welcome to the 
original nightmare

director JohanneS roBertS cast chriStina 
hendrickS, Martin henderSon, Bailee MadiSon, lewiS 
PullMan genre horror thriller  out mar 22 

cindy and Mike embark on a cross-country trip 
to drop their rebellious daughter off at board-
ing school. when they arrive at the secluded 
trailer park where they plan to spend the last 
days of their vacation, the power is out. nobody 
is home. the family hunkers down for the night 
in a borrowed trailer, but there’s a knock at the 
door... “is tamara home?” Suddenly, they’re 

plunged into a deadly game of cat and mouse 
with three masked psychopaths who will test 
the family’s every limit as they stalk and ter-
rorise from the shadows.

they’re only strangers 
until you tell them your 
name. mad men’s christina 
hendricks stars in the 
terrifying sequel 

the strangers: 
Prey at Night

wildling 
star of the first The 

Strangers, liv tyler 
returns to the horror 
genre in the upcom-
ing Wildling in which 
she plays a cop who 
saves a young girl 
imprisoned in a 
basement, only to 
have her past come 
back to haunt her.

trick or treat? 
masked psychopaths 

Pin-up girl, the 
man in the mask 

and dollface strike 
again in a story 

based on horrifying 
true events.

a quiet Place
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er Number of 

years since Jeff 
Goldblum last 
appeared in a 
Jurassic movie.

book club
may 17

incredibles 2
june 14

ocean’s 8
june 7

i feel pretty
june 28

 WHY IT’S HOT  These dames know how to do 
it. Diane Keaton, Jane Fonda, Candice Bergen 
and Mary Steenburgen star in a comedy about 
four friends whose lives are forever changed 
after reading 50 Shades of Grey. The ladies 
are joined by a great line-up of male talent, 
including Don Johnson, Andy Garcia, Richard 
Dreyfuss, Craig T. Nelson and Ed Begley Jr.

jurassic world: 
fallen kingdom june 7
 WHY IT’S HOT  There’s nothing like a big, thrill-
ing adventure that the whole family can enjoy, 
especially with Chris Pratt front and centre. In 
this installment, the island’s future is jeopardised 
when a dormant volcano roars to life. The cam-
paign to save it reveals a dangerous conspiracy.

 WHY IT’S HOT  In 2004 The Incredibles won us over 
with their relatability and humour. In the sequel, this 
winning team picks up where the first movie left off, 
so we haven’t missed a thing. Now, when Elastigirl is 
called back into superhero service, Bob is left to care 
for Jack-Jack—a job that comes with its own perils.

 WHY IT’S HOT  A feast of female talent, the new 
entry features Sandra Bullock, Cate Blanchett, Anne 
Hathaway and Helena Bonham Carter, in addition to 
the loveable Matt Damon. Lead by Bullock as Debbie 
Ocean, the team executes a heist in New York.

 WHY IT’S HOT  In a comedy that’s the flip side of 
Shallow Hal, a woman struggling with insecurity 
benefits from a fall on the head when she wakes up 
believing she is the hottest, most amazing thing to 
walk the earth. Amy Schumer stars alongside the gor-
geous likes of Michelle Williams and Naomi Campbell.

anon
may 3
Welcome back, Clive Owen! 
The Brit stars opposite 
Amanda Seyfried in a sci-fi 
thriller about a future in 
which there is neither ano-
nymity nor crime.

adrift
june 14
Shailene Woodley (The Fault 
in Our Stars) sails into a hur-
ricane to save the man she 
loves. Woodley’s pairing with 
Sam Claflin (Me Before You) 
will surely melt a few hearts.

sicario 2: 
soldado 
june 28
The follow-up to the tense 
breakout crime thriller has 
Josh Brolin turning Benicio 
del Toro loose as the drug 
war ignites.

life of the party
may 10
Melissa McCarthy brings her 
goofy, every-woman humour 
to the story of a housewife 
who turns regret into reset 
by going back to college after 
her husband leaves her.

more
fav
our
ites

preview

Take a peek  
inside our next  
issue at the big hitters 
coming soon to a Grand 
Cinemas near you

 mOvIe quOTe  “done properly, 
parenting is a heroic act.  
done properly.”

 mOvIe quOTe  “wait, that’s me? 
that’s me! oh my god, do you 
see this? i’m beautiful!”
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 mOvIe quOTe 

“jurassic 
world... the 
island... all of 
that is in the past. 
i want to show 
you the future.”

may june

21

high wire act  
may 3
 WHY IT’S HOT  Jon Hamm and Rosamund Pike 
lend class and talent to a gritty 80s-set thriller that 
hearkens back to more tension-fraught times. Hamm 
plays a former US diplomat who is called back to 
Beirut to negotiate for the life of a former colleague.

Number of 
f-words, and 

its derivatives, 
in Deadpool.

deadpool sequel
may 17
 WHY IT’S HOT  We’re ready for more crass, tongue-
in-cheek humour from the most foul-mouthed of 
superheroes. This entry sees the awesome Ryan 
Reynolds returning as Deadpool to face off against 
the dastardly Cable, played by Josh Brolin.

84 did
you 
know?

did
you 
know?

The eight leading cast members have 
won four oscars (Sandra bullock, Cate 
blanchett, Anne Hathaway and matt 
Damon), two emmys, six Golden Globes, 
five bAfTAs and 10 SAGs combined.

Don Johnson’s 
daughter, Dakota 
Johnson, stars 
as Anastasia 
Steele in the fifty 
Shades trilogy.

firsT 
look



How was your working relationship with 
director Scott Speer?
He’s so great. And what’s even better than just his 
directing is the fact that he gets my personality, 
and he’s able to joke with me. I joke with him all 
the time, on set, on and off between takes. And 
he’s always so down. 

How would you describe your co-star, Patrick 
Schwarzenegger?
Patrick is so... he is really an undercover fatty. 
Like, I’ve never seen anyone eat as much as 
Patrick does. I gained so much weight on this 
movie just from every time, ‘Bella, crafty?’ He 
has this weird food obsession with bananas, and 
it’s... no, it’s weird. Poor Patrick, he said that we 
had to do all the shirtless kissing scenes before, 
at the beginning of the film. And Scott’s like, OK. 
And then we all look great and fit... ish. And then, 
cut to three weeks later when we have to do a 
pickup shot of the shirtless scene, and we’re both 
like, no way. We can’t do it, Scott. From here up 
[motioning her hands at neck level]. 

I think Patrick’s a great guy. I enjoyed his 
company. I think he’s a funny guy. I also think he’s 
a very talented actor, you know? He’s handsome, 
he’s smart, and he’s talented. And there’s so few 
of us in the world that have all of that. Patrick is 
crazy talented. And I think he’s got... I know it’s a 
cliché to say this, but he’s got a really bright future. 

Did you identify with Katie’s relationship 
with her father?
I lost my dad [to a motorcycle accident in 2007], 
and I’m really super close, best friends with my 

mom. Katie’s relationship with her father is a lot 
like me and my mom’s. So reading the script—every 
time I read the script—I cried. Like, I’m literally at 
the hair salon getting my hair dyed and I’m just 
bawling, reading a script on my phone.

How important is music in this film?
The music’s a super big part of the film. But when 
I first read the script, I actually didn’t understand 
how important the music would be. Scott really 
brought that to life to me. I had no idea, really, 
reading the script that it is Katie. Like, her music 
is her. And she expresses everything, her feel-
ings, through her music. And I didn’t really get 
that until I started hearing the songs they were 
producing for me to sing. 

To be honest, I don’t love singing. When Scott 
was like, you’re going to be singing, I was like, 
ugh, you don’t want to hear me sing. I’ve never 
performed really ballad-y songs, either. I was so 
nervous when I had to get into the studio. But Scott 
and our producers helped me feel comfortable. <
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n epic romantic 
drama tells the 
l i f e - a f f i r m i ng 
story of 17-year-old 
Katie Price (Bella 

Thorne), sheltered since childhood with a rare 
disease that makes even the smallest amount of 
sunlight deadly. During the day she is housebound 
but it is after nightfall that Katie’s world opens up, 
in the dark, when she ventures out to the local 
train station to play her guitar for travellers. One 
night, fate intervenes when she meets Charlie 
(Patrick Schwarzenegger), an ex-high school 
all-star athlete, whom she has secretly admired 
for years. She hides her condition from him as 
the two embark on a uniquely powerful romance 
over one nearly perfect summer. 

In a special interview, we talk to the young 
stars of Midnight Sun about their evolution from 
friends to romantic pair, the development of their 
roles, and the behind-the-scenes antics that made 
it a production to remember. 

Embarking from her early roots on Disney 
Channel’s Shake It Up, Bella Thorne has gone on 
to cement herself as one of the most in-demand 
young actresses in Hollywood. She will next star 
in the thriller I Still See You opposite Dermot 
Mulroney and Richard Harmon. Thorne takes 
us behind the scenes of Midnight Sun.

Tell us about your character.
BT: Katie has an extremely rare disease, which 
afflicts one in a million people, most of whom 
only live until they’re about 21. My character 
has spent her entire life indoors. She’s grown up 
inside her room. She can’t go out in the sunlight 
at all, because if she does, she’ll die. She loves 
the boy next door. She’s been secretly in love with 
him her whole life. The one night that they finally 

meet, sparks fly. And from there begins this whole 
crazy, epic, beautiful love story.

What’s really great about the story is that the 
character is so innocent. And her love for Charlie 
is so pure, from secretly watching him next door 
her entire life... all these years. She’s a regular 
girl who has had her heart set on this boy next 
door, who she believes that she’ll never, ever be 
able to be with, ever.

interview

Planning a Bella Thorne 
movie marathon? Don’t 

miss our top three:

the
audition 

best of
bella

 DeTails  DirecTor SCOTT SPeer casT BeLLA THOrne, 
PATrICK SCHWArzenegger, rOB rIggLe, QuInn 
SHePHArd genre rOMAnCe drAMA

midnight 
Sun

 in cinemas march 22 

a

A heartbreaking tale 
of love, dreams lost 

and realised

bella  
thorne
Finding Katie

“we went over the lines, 
and he immediately put 
his arm around me... 
scott, our director,  
saw it and he was just 
like, ‘the chemistry,  
the chemistry!’”

The DuFF Assassination nation

Amityville:  
The Awakening

Midnight Sun star Bella Thorne tells us 
about the audition that got Patrick the 
role: “Patrick and I had been friends 
for some time. He contacted me, and 

he was like ‘Hey, do you mind if we go 
over lines before the chemistry read for 
the filmmakers?’ So we went over the 
lines, and he immediately put his arm 

around me, and I was just like... uh, this 
is so awkward, wait, what? And then 

I’m looking at him, and I’m like, yeah, I 
would love to shoot a movie with this 
guy. He’s my homie. And then Scott, 

our director, saw it and he was just like, 
‘The chemistry, the chemistry!’” 

Director Scott Speer agrees: “He hadn’t 
done a lot of other stuff but he came 
in like a trained athlete, you know? 

Just like a professional athlete, and he 
knocked the audition out of the park.” 



Midnight Sun marks the first romantic lead role 
for Patrick Schwarzenegger (Scout’s Guide to the 
Zombie Apocalypse, Grown Ups 2). Patrick is the 
eldest son of Maria Shriver, Peabody-winning 
journalist, and Arnold Schwarzenegger, cel-
ebrated actor and Governor of California. 
We talk to the rising star about his 
latest adventure.

What made you decide to take 
on the role of Charlie?
PS: It was a no-brainer for me to 
work on this project. First of all, I fell 
in love with the script and with the 
love story aspect of it, and then how 
my character figures out the issues in his 
life by giving Katie her life. 

You’ve said you couldn’t imagine this project 
with anyone other than Bella Thorne. 
Bella is super fun to hang with. We are great 
friends, and she’s so easy to talk to and get along 
with. In the role of Katie, she was phenomenal. I 
mean, even in the audition room, when she was 
just able to improvise. She just came right out 
and shared some incredible real stories with me 
that many people wouldn’t share. It was then that 
I saw her in a different way. 

How was the on-set experience? 
I had to come extremely in shape, because my 
character is an athlete, a swimmer. And that was 
a lot of work. But every night Bella would make 
me a fluffernutter sandwich. And she would make 
it every night. It was definitely a fun set to be on!

Did your dad give you any advice? 
My dad told me that for the six weeks, this is your 
family. These are the people that you’re going to 

rely on. He was like, 
well, your job is to go 

out there and perform as the 
actor. Like, you need to just trust everybody on 
the crew to do their part. And then together it’ll 
make a great film.

How did you prepare?
To train for the role, I decided to start swimming 
four days a week. As far as diet, I consumed prob-
ably half as many calories as I normally would. 
And those that know me know that it’s insane 
how I can just eat nonstop, all day long. So I did 
have to sacrifice and cut back a little bit to get into 
shape, but the swimming work definitely helped.

What were the challenges of the role? 
I had to access parts of my personal life to get to 
certain emotions with Charlie. There are scenes 
where I’m alone, or I’m reading her letter at the 
end, that are very emotional. Or saying goodbye 
to her. I had to access some of the sadder points 
in my life, definitely. 

What was it like acting opposite Rob Riggle 
as Katie’s dad, Jack?
When you guys see the movie, you can probably 
tell that I could not keep a straight face during 
the scene when he was interviewing me in the 
room. He was just too funny, throwing out hilari-
ous comments when we did the improv takes. I 
couldn’t keep a straight face with rob riggle. For 
me to work with him was super cool, super fun. <

inTeRvieW
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interview

patrick  
schwarzenegger
becoming Charlie

á Patrick and dad Arnold Schwarzenegger

“i had to access parts of 
my personal life to get 
to certain emotions with 
charlie. there are scenes 
where i’m alone, or i’m 
reading her letter, that 
are very emotional.”
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taking the world by storm

a new day, a breaking dawn

hands off, she’s taken

getting lost is a good thing

The directors soon came knocking. Maggie starred in 
The Fog (2005) and The Jane Austen Book Club (2007) 

before the role that would double her celebrity: the 
kidnapped daughter of a man with a certain set of 

skills in Taken (2008), starring Liam Neeson.

If you’re one of the many to have been hooked on the 
super-successful Lost series (2004-2010), you’ll recog-

nise Maggie Grace as the self-involved hot blonde with 
a dark secret. The show earned Maggie a SAG award 

for Ensemble Performance and rocketed her to fame.

Drawn into the action genre, Maggie took on roles in 
Knight and Day (2010) with Tom Cruise, and Dwayne 

Johnson’s Faster (2010). Then another massive fran-
chise sang its fangs into the Ohio native: The Twilight 

Saga’s final chapters in 2011 and 2012.

Having shone in another two Taken entries, Maggie 
will next headline The Hurricane Heist (see our Action 
Spotlight), a full-throttle crowd pleaser from director 

Rob Cohen of Fast and Furious fame, and appears in 
the new season of Fear the Walking Dead.

factor

Maggie 
Grace

She Survived an 
iSland plane craSh, 
a kidnapping and 
teenage vampireS. 
we chronicle  
the career  
moves that  
made her the 
star she is today
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MX4D
EXPERIENCE 

THE HURRICANE

The 
flood 
scene is 
biblical

Having solidified her career in the 
Taken movies, Maggie Grace comes to 
The Hurricane Heist primed to take on 
a role that pulls no punches. “I loved 
the sense of partnership between the 
lead characters,” she says. “Mostly the 
female characters, especially in action 
movies, are like, ‘please don’t go do 

that dangerous thing’. And Casey’s 
so active and capable and just 
pragmatic. What was really the 

coup de grâce for me is, at the end, 
you think it’s a damsel in distress 

moment and she’s going to magi-
cally get saved by the knight in 
shining armour—and she saves 
herself. I was like, yes! This 
never happens!”

5
To film the realistic storm, 
lead actors Kebbell and Grace 
regularly endured pummelling 
by crushing rain, 100mph wind 
fans and routine 16-hour days on 
set. “It’s so much easier when 
you say, ‘you get out of your car 
and you’re almost blown over’,” 
says Cohen. “But you create a 
situation on set where you make 
that happen. So, if he gets out of 
the car and he doesn’t protect 
himself, he will be blown over.”
Kebbell had more pragmatic 
worries: “Shouting over hur-
ricane wind, and every time you 
opened your mouth, your mouth 
would fill with rain... I want to 
swear a lot, that’s what you’re 
seeing in that resistance. That 
**** rain. There was no prepara-
tion, and I thought I’d prepared, 
is the truth. But I was **** 
absolutely wrong.”

It gets real

7

Says Cohen, “The flood scene was an interesting technical 
challenge because like everything else in the film I wanted 
it to be in-camera. We decided to take two cargo contain-
ers of water, and put them on a mechanism that would tip 
the huge 40-foot long containers. Then, with pyro bolt cut-
ters, we would blow the doors open and hit that set with 
44,000 gallons of water in a matter of seconds.”

Monster 
machines
What could face a hurricane? A 1,000 horsepower, 
10-tonne, armour-plated, storm chasing truck, the 
Dominator is like a stealth tank that got chewed 
up and spit out into a monster truck before rolling 
around in meteorological equipment. Says Kebbell:  
“The Dominator was badass, man.”

One of Kebbell’s best-delivered lines in 
the movie is this: “As the oceans warm 
through global warming, and all due 
deference to Donald Trump, there is man-
made climate change.” 

Cohen has a succinct view on the 
matter. “When the polar ice caps melt 
and the sea levels rise, the tides will 
change. The flow of currents will bring 
new kinds of storms, hurricanes or 
typhoons. We will have much more to 
deal with. I think it’s irresponsible and 
ignorant to deny what’s really going on.”

The message is clear

the 
hurricane 
heist
THEY'RE SET TO BLOW YOU AWAY.  
THE CAST AND DIRECTOR TELL US HOW

[ACTION]+CRIME THRILLER 
+NATURE UNLEASHED

Twenty-five years after the 
farmhouse tragedy that claimed 

his father, meteorologist Will 
Rutledge—terrified of hurricanes—

returns home to warn his estranged brother Breeze 
about the arrival of Hurricane Tammy. However, the 
down-to-earth repairman won’t budge. 

“There was a philosophical side to Breeze that 
I really gravitated towards, that he’s surrounded by 
these books,” says Ryan Kwanten, who shot to fame 
in the True Blood series. “He’s separated himself 
from his one remaining family member, his brother, 
so he lives a pretty kind of solemn, lonely life. And 
this is his chance of redemption.”

The bond 
of brothers

In a non-stop action thriller, 
a crew of thieves plans the 
ultimate heist: to steal $600 mil-
lion from a U.S. treasury facility 
using a hurricane as their cover. 
When the storm blows up into a 
lethal category 5 and their plans 
go awry, they find themselves 
needing a vault code known only 
by one Treasury Agent (Maggie 
Grace)—a need that turns mur-
derous. But the agent has picked 
up an ally: a meteorologist (Toby 
Kebbell) determined to save his 
brother (Ryan Kwanten), kid-
napped by the thieves. He uses 
his knowledge of the storm as a 
weapon to balance the odds. 

“It was like five action mov-
ies in one,” says Grace. “You have 
that huge set piece at the center 
of an action movie and there 
were like four in a row where I 
was like, ‘oh my God’, and then 
another car crash, and the mall, 
and it was just... it was awesome. 
There was never a dull moment 
but it all made sense.”

1Two forces 
collide: 
a multi-
million dollar 
robbery and 
a category 
5 storm

Rob Cohen: stormmaker
Director Rob Cohen has built a formidable 
reputation with high-octane blockbusters such 

as xXx and the Fast and Furious phenom-
enon. “He’s obviously pretty synonymous 

with making great films,” says Ryan 
Kwanten, ‘and to be a part of his legacy 
was kind of huge.”

2

3
8

The power of she

6

4

director ROB COHen cast TOBY 
KeBBell, MAGGIe GRACe, RYAn 
KWAnTen, RAlpH IneSOn   out mar 29 

[ACTION]SPOTLIGHT

IN
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how did you react when you were 
first approached about taking on 
the iconic role of lara croft? 
[alicia vikander] I was certainly 
familiar with lara Croft, having 
played the Tomb Raider game both 
as a kid and as an adult. Since this 
project draws its inspiration from 
the 2013 version of the game, which 
is quite different from the editions 
I was familiar with, I played that 
version and really liked its more 
contemporary feel. So, I met with 
the director, Roar Uthaug, and the 
producers, who provided some 
intriguing insights about the film 
they wanted to make. I realised that 
they wanted to bring the world of 
Tomb Raider and lara Croft to  
life—and into our time—in an 
exciting new way that would be 
compelling, human and relevant  
to this generation.  

tell us about the lara croft we 
meet in tomb raider.
lara has a feistiness, intelligence 
and wit about her that I love, as well 
as a passion for adventure. Since 
this is an origin story, we meet 
lara as she’s still trying to figure 
out what she’s going to do with her 
life and find her place in the world. 
Although she was born to privilege, 
I really liked the fact that instead of 
embracing a glamorous life, lara 
stands up for herself; she wants to 
figure out who she is on her own 
terms, which I think is something 
that anyone can relate to. Young 
people don’t always know the jour-
ney that lies ahead for them.

lara has a wounded relation-
ship with her missing dad, whom 
she hasn’t even been able to 
mourn because he had disappeared 
when lara was 13. When we meet 
her, she’s a bit cynical about the 
fantasies and stories her father told 
her as a child. But, as her journey 
unfolds, she opens up and dares to 
believe again. I like that about her.

was embarking on a production of 
this scale its own adventure?
My mother, who’s an actress, 
introduced me to the world of 
theatre and film. I loved indepen-
dent, arthouse films, but, like most 
people, I also loved being drawn into 
big adventure films, like the Indiana 
Jones movies. So, with Tomb Raider, 
I had the chance to work on some-

thing that’s very different from my 
previous work, but which has long 
been close to my heart: a big action 
and adventure film. 

Along with that came the 
opportunity to explore my physical 
side on a film. I come from a dancing 
background, so when I learned that 
playing lara would involve three or 
four months to get in shape—well, 
that kind of preparation and the 
chance to create a new physique 
are gifts. I found the training and 
muscle-building to be empowering. 

what about the qualities dominic 
west brings to the role of lara’s 
father, richard croft?

Dominic can be extremely play-
ful and down-to-earth and has a 
wonderful energy that really worked 
for the character, especially in the 
way Richard expresses his passion 
for mythology and artifacts. You 
understand why lara, who has been 
introduced to these stories by her 
dad, eventually falls in love with 
those mythologies. So, Dominic was 
perfect for Richard. 

how did you find working with 
daniel wu as the boat captain who 
helps lara solve the mystery of 
her father’s disappearance?
I think Daniel is a stand-out actor 
and a wonderful addition to the film. 
I was also impressed by all the stunt 
work Daniel has done on his televi-
sion series Into the Badlands. It was 
inspiring as I prepared to do my 
stunts in Tomb Raider. I had a great 
time working with him. lu Ren is an 
outspoken, no-fluff kind of hero. 

lara has a different dynamic with 
mathias, played by walton goggins. 
Walton makes Mathias feel very 
modern and not just pure evil. His 

performance makes you really 
understand Mathias’ motivations 
and feelings about lara and his 
assignment. While Mathias is a 
definite threat to lara, they have 
an unexpected connection, despite 
being on opposite sides. 

how did you find working with 
director roar uthaug? 
It was wonderful to work with Roar 
on Tomb Raider because he always 
balanced story and character with 
the big action set pieces. For Roar 
it was always about telling a good 
dramatic story in the context of a 
huge action-adventure. It’s the best 
of both worlds. 

did you have a favourite scene to 
play in the film?
It’s difficult to single out one 
moment, because there were so 
many big things on this film that 
I’ve never done before as an actor. 
Working on the big action sequences 
was tremendous because most 
of the sets were practical and the 
action was real. I loved working on 
those sets, which were massive.  
It was magical. ß

Tomb Raider is based 
on the newest update to 
the iconic video game 
franchise. How do the 
big-screen characters 
compare to their game 

counterparts?           

 [GAME TO] 
 BIG SCREEN 

[L] ara Croft is the fiercely 
independent daughter 

of an eccentric adventurer who 
vanished when she was scarcely 
a teen. Now a young woman 
of 21 without any real focus 
or purpose, Lara navigates the 
chaotic streets of trendy East 
London as a bike courier, barely 
making the rent, and takes col-
lege courses, rarely making it to 
class. Determined to forge her 
own path, she refuses to take 
the reins of her father’s global 
empire just as staunchly as she 
rejects the idea that he’s truly 
gone. Advised to face the facts 
and move forward after seven 
years without him, even Lara 
can’t understand what drives her 
to finally solve the puzzle of his 
mysterious death.

Going against his final 
wishes, she leaves everything she 
knows behind in search of her 
dad’s last-known destination: a 
fabled tomb on a mythical island 
that might be somewhere off the 
coast of Japan. Her mission will 
not be an easy one; just reaching 
the island will be extremely 
treacherous. Lara must learn 
to push herself beyond her 
limits as she journeys into the 
unknown. If she survives this 
perilous adventure, it could be 
the making of her, earning her 
the name tomb raider. 

Oscar winning actress Alicia 
Vikander tells us about her own 
adventure of bringing the new 
big-screen Lara Croft to life.

director ROAR 
UTHAUG cast AlICIA 
VIKAnDeR, DAnIel 
WU, DOMInIC WeST, 
WAlTOn GOGGInS, 
KRISTIn SCOTT 
THOMAS  out mar 15 

tomb 
raider
[ACTION]+EPIC ADVENTURE
IN AN EXCLUSIVE 
INTERVIEW, OSCAR WINNER 
ALICIA VIKANDER TAKES 
US INSIDE THE REBOOTED 
FRANCHISE

™I REALISED THAT THEY 
WANTED TO BRING THE 
WORLD OF TOMB RAIDER 
AND LARA CROFT TO LIFE–
AND INTO OUR TIME–IN AN 
EXCITING NEW WAY THAT 
WOULD BE COMPELLING, 
HUMAN AND RELEVANT TO 
THIS GENERATION.º 

 LARA CROFT 

 RICHARD CROFT 

 MATHIAS VOGEL 

 ANA 

[ACTION]SPOTLIGHT
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[A]n exhilarating mix of 
dark comedy, white-

knuckle action and dramatic 
intrigue, Gringo joyrides into 
Mexico, where mild-mannered 

businessman Harold Soyinka 
finds himself at the mercy of 
his back-stabbing colleagues 
back home, local drug lords 

and a morally conflicted 
black-ops mercenary. 
Harold battles to sur-
vive in ways that raise 
the question: Is he 
out of his depth—or 
two steps ahead?  ß

[I]n a reimagining of the 
classic 1974 revenge 

thriller, Dr. Paul Kersey (Bruce 
Willis) is a surgeon who only 
sees the aftermath of Chicago 
violence when it is rushed into 
his ER—until his wife (Elizabeth 
Shue) and college-age daughter 
are viciously attacked in their 
suburban home. With the police 
overloaded with crimes, Paul, 
burning for revenge, hunts his 
family’s assailants to deliver 
justice. Fury and fate collide. 
As the anonymous slayings 
of criminals grabs the media’s 
attention, the city wonders if 
this deadly vigilante is a guard-
ian angel or a grim reaper. ß

[A] cinematic journey ten years in the making and spanning 
the entire Marvel Cinematic Universe, Avengers: Infinity 

War brings to the screen the ultimate, deadliest showdown of all 
time. The Avengers and their Super Hero allies must be willing to 
sacrifice all in an attempt to defeat the powerful Thanos before his 
blitz of devastation and ruin puts an end to the universe. ß

director elI ROTH cast BRUCe 
WIllIS, VInCenT D’OnOFRIO, elISABeTH 
SHUe 108 mins  out mar 1 

director AnTHOnY RUSSO, JOe RUSSO cast ROBeRT DOWneY JR., CHRIS eVAnS, 
MARK RUFFAlO, SCARleTT JOHAnSSOn, CHRIS HeMSWORTH, TOM HIDDleSTOn, 
JeReMY RenneR, CHADWICK BOSeMAn, CHRIS pRATT, DAVe BAUTISTA, ZOe SAlDAnA, 
BeneDICT CUMBeRBATCH, TOM HOllAnD, pAUl RUDD, JOSH BROlIn  out apr 26 

director nASH 
eDGeRTOn cast DAVID 

OYelOWO, CHARlIZe 
THeROn, JOel eDGeRTOn, 

AMAnDA SeYFRIeD, 
SHARlTO COpleY 110 

mins  out mar 8i 

taxi 5 gringo

death 
wish
[ACTION]+ 
BLOODY REVENGE
CLASSIC GETS A 
BRUCE WILLIS-
SIZED SHOT OF 
ADRENALINE

[ACTION]+  
INSANE CAR 
CHASES
THE LEGENDARY 
CAB GOES UP 
AGAINST THE 
ITALIANS

[ACTION]+DARK COMEDY
KIDNAPPED IN 

MEXICO WITH NO LIFE 
INSURANCE. WHAT'S 

AN EXEC TO DO?

[ACTION]SPOTLIGHT

Just a few of the 
superheroes teaming 
up to battle thanos

 [AVENGERS]  
 ASSEMBLE 

How the father of 
five embodied an 
angel of death.

 “I truly believe that 
everything happens 
exactly the way it’s 

supposed to. Kersey 
gets to where he is 
because he’s sup-
posed to be there.”

“[Being a father] is 
a major component. 

This film really 
makes you think 

about how far you 
will go to protect 

your family.”

“There’s a stillness 
to Paul Kersey 

through much of this 
film that I tried to 

exemplify.”

 [BEING] 
 BRUCE 

TAKE IT 
PERSONAL

STAY 
COOL

DON'T 
DENY IT

avengers: 
infinity war
[ACTION]+SUPERHEROES
AN EYE-POPPING LINE-UP ASSEMBLES 
FOR AN EPIC MARVEL BLOWOUT

[S] ylvain Marot, 
Parisian supercop 

and ace driver, is not happy to 
be transferred to the Marseille 
Municipal Police. There, 
ex-commissioner Gibert, 
now mayor and lowest in the 
polls, will entrust him with an 
impossible mission: to stop a 
formidable gang of Italians who 
pulling off jewelry heists with 
the help of a powerful Ferrari. 
Marot must team up with the 
grand-nephew of the famous 
Daniel, Eddy Maklouf, the worst 
driver in Marseille but the only 
person who can recover the 
legendary white TAXI. ß

director FRAnCK GASTAMBIDe cast 
FRAnCK GASTAMBIDe, MAlIK BenTAlHA, 
BeRnARD FARCY, RAMZY BeDIA, 
eDOUARD MOnTOUTeI   out apr 12 

 IRON MAN + 
 CAPTAIN AMERICA  

 BLACK WIDOW 
 + HAWKEYE 

 THE HULK + 
 FALCON 

 SCARLET WITCH 
 + VISION  

 THOR + LOKI  

 GUARDIANS OF 
 THE GALAXY  

 DOCTOR STRANGE 
 + BLACK PANTHER  

 SPIDER-MAN 
 + ANT-MAN  



[P]rimatologist Davis 
Okoye shares an 

unshakable bond with George, 
the extraordinarily intelligent 
gorilla who has been in his care 
since birth. But a genetic experi-
ment gone awry transforms this 
gentle ape into a raging monster. 
As these newly created monsters 
tear across the US, destroying 
everything in their path, Okoye 
teams with a discredited genetic 
engineer to secure an antidote, 
fighting his way through an 
ever-changing battlefield, not 
only to halt a global catastrophe 
but to save the fearsome creature 
that was once his friend. ß

director BRAD peYTOn cast DWAYne 
JOHnSOn, JeFFReY DeAn MORGAn, 
MAlIn AKeRMAn  out apr 12 
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rampage
[ACTION]+CREATURE FEATURE
ARCADE GAME CLASSIC GETS 
BIG WITH DWAYNE JOHNSON

the rampage 
video arcade game 
was originally 
released in 1986.   

 GAMEI  
 [NOT]I  
 OVERI 

[I] t’s 2045. The world is on the brink of chaos. But the people 
have found salvation in the OASIS, a virtual reality universe 

created by the eccentric James Halliday. When Halliday dies, he 
leaves his immense fortune to the first person to find a digital Easter 
egg he has hidden in the OASIS, sparking a contest that grips the 
world. When an unlikely hero named Wade Watts decides to join the 
contest, he is hurled into a breakneck, reality-bending treasure hunt 
through a fantastical universe of mystery, discovery and danger. ß

director STeVen SpeIlBeRG cast TY SHeRIDAn, SIMOn peGG, OlIVIA COOKe, TJ 
MIlleR, MARK RYlAnCe, Ben MenDelSOHn  out mar 29 

ready 
player 

one
[ACTION]+

SCI-FI FUTURE
STEVEN 

SPIELBERG BRINGS 
ERNEST CLINE'S 

PHENOMENAL 
NOVEL TO LIFE

a few of the pop culture 
icons you’ll be seeing in 

the Vr universe

 [ENTER] 
 THE OASIS 

 FREDDY 
 KRUEGER 

 THE JOKER + 
 HARLEY QUINN 

 KING 
 KONG 

 THE 
 DELOREAN 

[ACTION]SPOTLIGHT

How does “Big meets Bigger” define this movie?
dwayne johnson: Rampage is a big movie—big in scale, big in 
action and big in heart. It’s epic in every way. We have not just a 
gigantic, amazing albino gorilla, we have a supersized mutated 
grey wolf and a massive crocodile.We destroy a major city. So, 
what fans can count on is big, intense action that really pushes 
the envelope and creates a non-stop ride of fun and chaos.

 [ASK] THE ROCK 
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sherlock 
gnomes
director John StevenSon also starring Michael caine, Maggie SMith, Stephen 
Merchant, ozzy oSbourne, Mary J. blige 94 mins  out mar 22 

the beloved garden gnomes from Gnomeo and Juliet are back for a 
whole new adventure in london. gnomeo and Juliet (James Mcavoy, 
emily blunt) arrive in the city and soon discover that someone is kidnap-
ping garden gnomes all over london. When they return home to find 
that everyone in their garden is missing, there’s only one gnome to 
call: Sherlock gnomes (Johnny Depp). the famous detective and sworn 
protector of london’s garden gnomes arrives with his sidekick Watson to 
investigate the case, taking our gnomes on a rollicking adventure. 

star power

James McAvoy

Johnny Depp

Emily Blunt

Chiwetel Ejiofor

a high-flying bachelor goose 
finds himself saddled with 
two adorably hilarious and 
demanding ducklings, on a  
journey south that will turn 
this threesome into a family.

When chloe discovers that 
her home's garden gnomes 
are not what they seem, she 
must decide between the 
pursuit of a desired high 
school life and taking up the 
fight against the troggs.

When Maya accidentally 
embarrasses the empress 
of buzztropolis, she must 
unite with a team 
of misfit bugs 
and compete 
in the honey 
games to save 
her hive.

duck duck 
goose

gnome alone

maya the bee: 
the honey games

also showing

  out mar 29i 

  out mar 1i 

  out mar 22i 

pit stop
 family

adventure

director Michael Schaerer cast Karoline herfurth, Suzanne von borSoDy, axel 
prahl, MoMo beier, luiS vorbach 102 mins  out mar 29 

The Little Witch has a big problem: She is only 127 years old and still 
much too young to dance with the other witches in the Walpurgis 

night. To pass her test, she has to memorise all spells from the great 
magical book within a year, and show everyone that she is a good 

witch. But diligence and ambition are not really her strengths, and the 
evil witch Rumpumpel has other plans. Together with her speaking 
raven Abraxas, the little witch sets out to find the true meaning of a 

good witch. And this puts the entire witch world to the test.

From the creator of Heidi comes a 
magical tale about a young witch 

with big dreams

the

l litt e
witch

plastic broomsticks 
were created for 
the Little Witch

puppets played the role 
of the raven Abraxas. 
When he had to fly, visual 
effects gave him wings.hours every day 

to stick the three-
millimetre nose tip 
onto the actress's face 

4

2
2

The year that 
Otfried Preussler 
wrote "The Little 
Witch". The teacher 
had invented the 
story for his three 
daughters and  
52 pupils.

1957

The number of spells in 
the magic book that the 
Little Witch has to study

7892

The height of 
the witch's 
house that 
was built in 
a real wood 
in the Fichtel 
mountains 

6
metres

witchBe iNG
numbers

What magic did it take to 
make the little Witch?

director SiMon curtiS cast DoMhnall gleeSon, Margot robbie, Kelly MacDonalD, 
alex laWther, Will tilSton 107 mins  out mar 29 

peter rabbit, the mischievous and adventurous hero who has captivated 
generations of readers, now takes on the starring role of his own irrev-
erent, contemporary comedy with attitude. in the film, peter's feud with 
Mr. Mcgregor (Domhnall gleeson) escalates to greater heights than ever 
before as they rival for the affections of the warm-hearted animal lover 
who lives next door (rose byrne). James corden voices the character of 
peter with playful spirit and wild charm, with Margot robbie, elizabeth 
Debicki, and Daisy ridley performing the voice roles of the triplets, 
flopsy, Mopsy, and cottontail.

peter rabbit

Colour 
me in!

meet peter 
rabbit
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the big 
bad fox
anD other 
taleS
director patricK iMbert, benJaMin 
renner cast KaMel abDeSSaDoK,  
JuleS bienvenu, guillauMe bouchèDe 
80 mins  out apr 12 

the countryside isn’t always as 
calm and peaceful as it’s made 
out to be, and the animals on this 
farm are particularly agitated: 
a fox who mothers a family of 
chicks, a rabbit who plays the 
stork, and a duck who wants to 
be Santa claus. if you think life in 
the country is a walk in the park, 
think again!

A hilarious and 
wise trio of tales 
from the creators of 
Ernest & Celestine

the fox who doesn't 
scare anyone...

the bunny who plays  
at being a stork...

the duck who wants  
to be Santa...

pit stop
 family

adventure

director ava Duvernay also starring 
anDré hollanD, bellaMy young, 
roWan blancharD  date tbc 

Meg Murry and her little brother, 
charles Wallace, have been 
without their scientist father, Mr. 
Murry, for five years, ever since he 
discovered a new planet and used 
the concept known as a tesseract 
to travel there. Joined by Meg's 
classmate calvin o'Keefe and 
guided by the three mysterious 
astral travelers known as Mrs. 
Whatsit, Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which, 
the children brave a dangerous 
journey to a planet that possesses 
all of the evil in the universe. 

A Wrinkle in Time is based on 
Madeleine l’engle’s classic adven-
ture across dimensions of time 
and space, examining the nature 
of darkness versus light and ulti-
mately, the triumph of love.

a 
wrinkle 
in time

Oprah Winfrey
Mrs. Which

Reese Witherspoon
Mrs. Whatsit

Mindy Kaling
Mrs. Who

Chris Pine
Dr. Alex Murray

Zach Galifianakis
Happy Medium

Who’s 
who
stars  
align

presenting
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the forgiven
director Roland Joffé cast foRest 

WhitakeR, eRic Bana, Jeff Gum, 
moRné VisseR genre thRilleR  

115 mins  out mar 22 

 When archbishop desmond 
tutu (Forest Whitaker) is 

appointed to head a nationwide 
investigation, he’s summoned 
to a maximum-security prison 
by a notorious murderer seek-

ing clemency (eric Bana). inside 
the brutal prison walls, tutu 
is drawn into a dangerous, 

life-changing battle with the 
cunning criminal.

finding your feet
director RichaRd loncRaine cast 
imelda staunton, timothy spall, 

Joanna lumley genre comedy 
Romance 111 mins  out apr 26 

an ensemble cast of versatile 
actors comes together for a 

heartwarming and bittersweet 
British comedy. on the eve 

of retirement a middle class, 
judgmental snob discovers 

her husband has been having 
an affair with her best friend 
and is forced into exile with 

her bohemian sister who lives 
on an impoverished inner-city 

council estate.

cinema guide
your guide to the movies showing this season at grand cinemas

check out our social 
media pages for the 
latest news and 
promotions. gclebanon

all release dates are  
subject to change.

clf.

did you know? this is the second 
collaboration between Jason reitman, 
diablo cody and charlize theron 
following the 2011 comedy young adult.

red sparrow
director fRancis laWRence cast JennifeR laWRence, Joel edGeRton, chaRlotte 
RamplinG, maRy-louise paRkeR, JeRemy iRons genre thRilleR  out mar 1 

When prima ballerina dominika egorova suffers a career-ending injury, 
she and her mother are facing a bleak and uncertain future. that is 
why she finds herself manipulated into becoming the newest recruit for 
sparrow school, a secret intelligence service that trains exceptional 
young people to use their bodies and minds as weapons. she emerges 
as the most dangerous sparrow the program has ever produced and 
must reconcile the person she was with the power she now commands.

did you know? the thriller is based 
on the book by retired cia operative 
Jason Matthews, who sold the film 
rights for a seven figure sum. 

director RichaRd linklateR cast steVe caRell, 
BRyan cRanston, lauRence fishBuRne genre 
dRama comedy 102 mins  out mar 1 

n 2003, 30 years after they served 
together in the Vietnam War, 
former Navy Corps medic Larry 

“Doc” Shepherd (Steve Carell) re-unites 
with Former Marines Sal Nealon (Bryan 
Cranston) and Reverend Richard Mueller 
(Laurence Fishburne) on a different type of 
mission: to bury Doc’s son, a young Marine 
killed in the Iraq War. Doc decides to forgo 
burial at Arlington Cemetery and, with the 
help of his old buddies, takes the casket on 
a bittersweet trip up the East Coast to his 
home in suburban New Hampshire. Along 
the way, Doc, Sal and Mueller reminisce and 
come to terms with shared memories of the 
war that continues to shape their lives.

Director Richard Linklater (A Scanner 
Darkly, Boyhood) and author Darryl 
Ponicsan collaborated on the screenplay 
which follows the trio as they wrestle with 
the pangs of war both past and present.

last flag 
flying

i

“it’s a road trip. in a way, 
it could be a college 
reunion movie, because 
it’s about these guys who 
haven’t seen each other 
in 30 years.” tully

director Jason Reitman cast chaRliZe theRon, mackenZie daVis, maRk duplass, 
Ron liVinGston genre comedy 94 mins  out apr 12i

don’t miss the new comedy from academy award-nominated director 
Jason Reitman (Up in the Air) and academy award-winning screen-
writer diablo cody (Juno). marlo (charlize theron), a mother of three 
including a newborn, is gifted a night nanny by her brother. hesitant to 
the extravagance at first, marlo comes to form a unique bond with the 
thoughtful, surprising, and sometimes challenging young nanny named 
tully (mackenzie davis, Halt and Catch Fire).

What appealed to you most 
about the project?
sc: Richard’s a great director 
so that was the bait. and then 
when i heard about laurence 
fishburne and Bryan cranston, 
i thought it would be really cool 
to work with them. that’s  
heady company!

the script Richard wrote 
with darryl was very moving 
and unique to the point where 
i don’t really think of this as a 
war movie per se. i think of it as 
a relationship movie. it’s a road 
trip. in a way, it could be a col-
lege reunion movie, because it’s 

about these guys who haven’t 
seen each other in 30 years, and 
they get back together because 
of this tragic event. they have to 
re-examine their relationships, 
re-examine who they are now, 
how they connect or don’t con-
nect as adults 30 years later. 
to me, the war is really a back-
drop for the interdependencies 
between three guys, which  
i found fascinating.

Your father was a World War 
ii veteran. did he help you pre-
pare for the role?
i never served in the military 
so when i took the part of doc, i 
talked to him a lot. i remember 
stories he told me about being 
in the service and the demean-
our of his fellow soldiers, and 
the sense of fear. When we were 
kids, my dad never talked to us 

about those details. he down-
played his experiences because 
he didn’t want it to affect us 
in any adverse way. he was 
incredibly humble about the 
things he did. i thought about 
that a lot as i read the script and 
got ready to portray my charac-
ter. i wanted to understand what 
these guys went through, even if 
it was only to a cursory degree.

How did you approach your 
character, doc, in relation to  
sal and mueller?
i don’t have the same  
demeanour as these other two 
guys but they took me under 
their wing in Vietnam. doc’s 
pretty mild-mannered, quiet, 
contemplative. he enjoys a 
simple life, he values his family 
and that’s really become the 
core of his existence.

Q&a
Steve
Carell
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black water
director pasha patRiki cast Jean-

claude Van damme, dolph lundGRen 
genre action 105 mins  out apr 5i

a deep cover operative (Van 
damme) awakens to find him-
self imprisoned on a subma-

rine. With the help of a fellow 
prisoner and an amateur agent, 
he must race against the clock 

to escape the vessel and expose 
who set him up.

loving pablo
director feRnando león de aRanoa 
cast penélope cRuZ, JaVieR BaRdem 
genre dRama 123 mins  out mar 8i

Javier Bardem is pablo escobar 
and penélope cruz is his 

long-time lover Virginia Vallejo 
in this deconstruction of the 

drug lord’s enigmatic persona, 
adapted from Vallejo’s memoir.

hunter killer
director donoVan maRsh cast 

GeRaRd ButleR, GaRy oldman genre 
action thRilleR  out mar 29i

an untested submarine captain  
must work with a navy seaL 
team to rescue the russian 

president in the midst of a mili-
tary coup by a rogue general 

intent on world war.

pacific rim 
uprising
director steVen s. dekniGht cast 
John BoyeGa, scott eastWood, JinG 
tian, cailee spaeny genre action 
adVentuRe  out apr 12i

in the follow-up to 2013’s epic 
of monsters and mechs, Jake 
pentecost (John Boyega) is 
given one last chance to live 
up to his father’s legacy by his 
estranged sister, mako mori, 
who is leading a brave new 
generation of pilots. as they 
seek justice for the fallen, their 
only hope is to unite together 
in a global uprising against the 
forces of extinction.

you were 
never really 
here
director lynne Ramsay cast 
Joaquin phoenix, ekateRina 
samsonoV, alessandRo niVola  
genre thRilleR 85 mins  out apr 12i

in the cannes film festival 
favourite, a traumatised veteran 
(Joaquin phoenix), unafraid of 
violence, tracks down missing 
girls for a living. When a job 
spins out of control, Joe’s 
nightmares overtake him as a 
conspiracy is uncovered leading 
to what may be his death trip or 
his awakening. 

hangman
director Johnny maRtin cast al 
pacino, kaRl uRBan, BRittany snoW  
genre cRime mysteRy thRilleR  
98 mins  out mar 8i

decorated homicide detective 
Ray archer (al pacino) and his 
partner, criminal profiler Will 
Ruiney (karl urban), are tasked 
with catching a notoriously 
vicious serial killer who is play-
ing a twisted version of murder 
using the children’s game as 
his sick theme. crime journalist 
christi davies (Brittany snow) 
reports on the crime spree, 
shadowing the detectives.

the florida proJect
director sean BakeR cast Willem 

dafoe, BRooklynn pRince, BRia 
Vinaite, chRistopheR RiVeRa genre 

dRama 111 mins  out mar 8i

Follow six-year-old moonee and 
her rebellious mother Halley 

over the course of a single sum-
mer. the two live week to week 

at a budget motel managed 
by the stern but kind Bobby 

(a career-best Willem dafoe). 
despite her harsh surround-
ings, moonee has no trouble 

making each day a celebration 
of life, though her delicate 

fantasy is supported by the toil 
of Halley, who must explore 

increasingly dangerous avenues 
to provide for her daughter.  

in syria
ddirector philippe Van leeuW cast 
hiam aBBass, diamand Bou aBBoud, 
Juliette naVis genre dRama WaR  

85 mins  out mar 15i

trapped inside her house in a 
city under siege, a mother of 

three turns her flat into a safe 
harbour for her family and 
neighbours in an attempt to 

protect them from the war rag-
ing on the streets of damascus. 

to make matters worse a 
sniper lies in wait outside her 
home, raising the tension. a 
nerve-wracking study of life 

in the war-torn syrian capital, 
this latest from philippe Van 

Leeuw (The Life of Jesus) won 
an audience award at the 
Berlinale Film Festival.

did you know? Jim caviezel is in 
preliminary talks to return for a 
possible follow-up to mel gibson’s 
celebrated the passion of the christ.

paul, apostle of christ
director andReW hyatt cast James faulkneR, Jim caVieZel, Joanne Whalley 
genre dRama  out mar 22i

luke risks his life every time he ventures into the city of Rome to visit 
paul, who is held captive in nero’s darkest, bleakest prison cell. Before 
paul’s death sentence can be enacted, luke resolves to write another 
book, one that details the beginnings of “the Way”. But nero is deter-
mined to rid Rome of christians. Bound in chains, paul’s struggle is 
internal. he is haunted by the shadows of his past misdeeds, and won-
ders if he has been forgotten, and if he has the strength to finish well.

what they had
director eliZaBeth chomko cast hilaRy sWank, michael shannon, Blythe 
danneR, RoBeRt foRsteR genre dRama  out apr 5 

during a bout of dementia, Ruth gets out of bed at night and wanders 
off into a blizzard. Ruth’s brief disappearance triggers the homecom-
ing of her daughter Bridget and teenage granddaughter emma. the 
episode also renews lifelong tensions between stubborn patriarch 
Burt and estranged son nicky. as they all debate placing Ruth into 
a memory-care facility, family ties begin to fray, rekindling a rivalry 
between the adult siblings.

chomko’s tough 
but tender drama 
sensitively explores 
the trials, traumas and 
unexpected moments of 
levity that come with 
caring for a parent with 
alzheimer’s disease.
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kizbeh bayda
(White Lie)
cast tony issa, Jessy aBdo, Wissam saBBaGh, Bonita saadeh genre comedy 
Romance 90 mins  out mar 29 

After his girlfriend of six years leaves him to marry a rich man, down-
on-his-luck Omar works odd jobs for a businessman to make ends 
meet. When he falls for the beautiful and wealthy Mira, he also falls 
into the trap of an innocent lie after he is mistakenly introduced to her 
as an engineer. Omar plays along, and the feelings he never imagined 
he would have again begin to grow. But his world shatters when Mira 
discovers the depths of his lie, which gives her no choice but to give in 
to her materialistic sister’s wishes and accept the marriage proposal of a 
rich admirer. Will Omar convince her to give him another chance? 

ghada el eid 
(Heaven Without People)
director lucien BouRJeily cast faRah shaeR, Wissam BoutRous, toni haBiB, 
Jenny GeBaRa, hussein hiJaZi, Ghassan chemali genre dRama 91 mins  out mar 1 

Director and writer Lucien Bourjeily, whose activism against cen-
sorship on the arts in Lebanon has earned him praise, brings us a 
powerful drama that hews close to our lives. His debut directorial 
feature, Ghada El Eid, won the Muhr Special Jury Prize at the Dubai 
International Film Festival. In the drama, Josephine, the matriarch of 
a sprawling family, is delighted to gather everyone for Easter lunch 
for the first time in two years. While they all share a joyful meal, an 
incident ignites underlying tensions between the family members 
and leads them gradually into chaos.

i kill giants
director andeRs WalteR cast Zoe 
saldana, madison Wolfe, imoGen 
poots genre dRama  out apr 5i

Barbara thorson is a quick-
witted, sharp- tongued middle-

schooler who isn’t afraid of any-
thing. as the only girl in school 
carrying an ancient norse war-
hammer in her purse and killing 
giants for a living, why wouldn’t 

she be? this is the sweeping, 
bittersweet story of a young girl 
struggling to conquer monsters 
both real and imagined as her 

world crumbles.

momo
director Vincent loBelley cast 

chRistian claVieR, catheRine fRot, 
séBastien thieRy, pascale aRBillot 

genre comedy  out mar 22i

andré and Laurence prioux 
are a middle-class couple 

whose life is turned upside 
down by the arrival of a deaf 
and mute man who claims to 

be their son. While the couple 
initially believe they are being 

conned, Laurence progressively 
becomes the mother she never 
was and welcomes with open 

arms this long-lost son. 

submergence
director Wim WendeRs cast James 
mcaVoy, alicia VikandeR, alexandeR 

siddiG genre dRama 112 mins  
 out apr 26i

in a room with no windows, 
James more is held captive by 
jihadist fighters. thousands of 
miles away, danielle Flinders 

prepares to dive in a submers-
ible to the ocean floor. in their 
confines they are drawn back  

to the christmas of the 
previous year, when a chance 

encounter led to an intense and 
enduring romance.

le brio
director yVan attal cast daniel 
auteuil, camélia JoRdana, yasin 

houicha genre dRama 95 mins  
 out mar 8i

neïla, a girl of algerian descent, 
wants to be a lawyer but her 
first day at university proves 
harrowing when professor 

mazard criticises her lateness 
in words tainted with rac-

ism. appalled, the president 
demands the prof redeem 

himself by mentoring his victim. 
But how will neïla work under 

the yoke of her torturer?

M

ADE IN

LE B A N O N
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music top 10
virgin megastore bestsellers

Maazebni El Hawa 
Yara

BIC Aswad  
Jerry Ghazal

Lust for Life  
Lana Del Rey

Use Your Illusion II  
Guns N’ Roses

InternatIonal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

 REpUtAtIon                                                      
 taYLoR swift

 dIvIdE                                                        
 eD sheeRaN

 LUst foR LIfE                                                      
 LaNa DeL ReY

 ULtRAvIoLEnCE                                              
 LaNa DeL ReY

 21                                                                                         
 aDeLe

 HonEYMoon                                                     
 LaNa DeL ReY

 UsE YoUR ILLUsIon II                                                      
 GuNs N’ Roses

 tELL ME YoU LovE ME                                                         
 Demi Lovato

 wEstwoRLd soUndtRACk                                               
 vaRious aRtists 

 ALL MY LovE CoLLECtoR’s Ed                                               
 vaRious aRtists

arabIc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

 BEBALEE                                               
 faiRuz

 LIvE In dBAYEH                                         
 JuLia BoutRos

 w 2017                                              
 waeL kfouRY

 EL AgHAnI ELLI AMELtA ELIk                                      
 Joseph attieh

 MAAzEBnI EL HAwA                                   
 YaRa

 HAssA BEEk                                       
 NaNcY aJRam

 MAIs EL RIM                                    
 faiRuz

 MEnnI ELAk                                      
 NaJwa kaRam

 BIC AswAd AUdIo Book                                                     
 JeRRY GhazaL

 LIvE In dBAYEH                                                    
 chehaDe BRotheRs

home guide
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last word

across
1  What people are worshipping 

when Moses intervenes in 
The Ten Commandments

4  2018 nominated film, with 2, 
15 and 40 DOWN

8 Comes after Do, Re, Mi
9  __ I Love You, Hilary Swank’s 

foray into romance
10  Where Charlize Theron calls 

home (init.)
12  1959 Oscar winner, known for 

Murder by Death (init.)
13  Arrives in Close Encounters 

of the Third Kind (init.)
15  Cat on a Hot __ Roof, 1959 

nominee
16  Japanese is to Japs what 

Lebanese is to ___
18 ___shine, 1947 nominee
19  ‘I’m going to cut your heart 

out with a spoon.’ ‘Why a 
spoon?’ ‘Because it’s dull,  
you ___!’

20 German for mister
 21

29  Leonardo DiCaprio does 
Shakespearean love as this 
character

30  Mr Kurosawa, writer of 
Rashomon

31  Poland’s Oscar winner in 
2015

32  Patient’s signed consent to 
not intervene (init.)

33  Tout _ bien, 1972 drama from 
Jean-Luc Godard

34 Taxi Driver locale (init.)
35 It came in on 13 ACROSS
37  Gunfight at the __ Corral, 

1958 nominee
38  Manchester by the __,  

2017 winner
39  Message sent by the  

Titanic (init.)
41  Dog’s name in The Wizard  

of Oz

43  __ Means War, Reese 
Witherspoon romcom

45  Belle Époque translates to 
Beautiful __

46 The hero in A Bug’s Life

down 
1  The ___, Lebanon’s Oscar 

entry this year
2  2018 nominated film, with 4 

ACROSS and 15 and 40 DOWN
3  The female lead in Interstellar 

is named after Murphy’s __
5  Caesar is one in the hairiest 

nomination this year
6  __ Elliot, author quoted in 

Apocalypse Now (init.)
7 Blade ___ 2049
11 __ __ Good Men (1, 3)
12  Stylish name on the red carpet
14 __-Wan Kenobi
15  2018 nominated film, with 4 

ACROSS and 2 and 40 DOWN
17 Oliver, Platoon director
18 The antagonist in Jaws
21  Saving __ __, Spielberg’s 

1999 winner (7, 4)
22 Nour El __, Lebanese actress
23  Mary J. Blige has one of these 

awards for Soul/R&B Album
24  I, ___, Margot Robbie starrer
25  Isaac, soul-singing Oscar 

winner on Shaft
26  Ghada El __, Lebanese movie 

playing this season
27  River in Tuscany
 28 

34 He enters The Matrix
36 Small child
38  What the auditorium will be 

full of on Oscar night
40  2018 nominated film, with 4 

ACROSS and 2 and 15 DOWN
42  Where Doctor Strange used to 

do his magic (abbr.)
44 __ Bruges, hitmen in hiding

soLUtIon mystery star: tom haNks

Copy the letters from the yellow-framed boxes (starting at the 
top, moving left to right) to reveal the name of a movie star.

MYsTErY sTar
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34
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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PREDATOR TRITON 700
PT715-51
· Intel® Core™ i7-7700HQ Processor
· 15.6” FHD  IPS 120Hz LED LCD
· 16GB DDR4 RAM
· 256GB + 256GB PCIe SSD
· NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1080 8GB DDR5
· Windows 10 Home

SUMMON YOUR 
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